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1. Introduction 

 Linguistic phenomenon common to the languages of the Balkans, 

namely the wide use of subjunctive structures. 

 Formed with a particle (Bulgarian: ДА) and the present tense of the 

verb, and used in subordinates and main clauses expressing 

different meanings.

 Subordinates: convey a certain meaning depending on the matrix 

verb. The latter is also responsible for the type of subjunctive that is 

selected, for Balkan languages (hence Bulgarian) also use 

embedded subjunctives in structures corresponding to Romance 

type infinitives. 

 Root clauses: convey a modal meaning, mostly deontic.



2. The Balkan Sprachbund

 Sprachbund: a linguistic area where multiple languages not related 

genetically but spoken in the same geographical region share 

several linguistic features (mostly structural) due to their 

chronologically prolonged contact.

 Balkan Sprachbund: linguistic area formed by some of the 
languages spoken in the Balkan peninsula, more specifically 

Albanian, Bulgarian, Modern Greek, Macedonian, Arli Balkan 

Romani, Romanian (Daco-Romanian, Megleno-Romanian, 

Aromanian) and, to some extent, Serbo-Croatian. 

 All indo-european languages, but belonging to different groups: 

Slavic, Romance, Indo-Aryan or isolated.



 Some shared features: 

1) replacement of infinitive forms with subjunctive structures: 

Iskam da    pija. BG

want.1SG.PRES Subj.Mark drink.1SG.PRES

Vreau să beau. RO

want.1SG.PRES Subj.Mark drink.1SG.PRES

Dua të pi. AL

want.1SG.PRES Subj.Mark drink.1SG.PRES

‘I want to drink.’

2) postponed articles: 

prijatel prijateljat BG

prieten prietenul RO

mik miku AL

‘friend’ ‘the friend’



3) formation of the future with a “will/want” auxiliary: 

šte piša BG

will.Mod.Inv write.1SG.PRES

tha grafo MG

will.Mod.Inv write.1SG.PRES

pisati ću HR

write.INF will.1SG.Mod.Inv

‘I will write.’

4) pronominal clitic-doubling: 

Na mene          mnogo mi                      charesva. BG

to  me.Pro.DAT much.ADV me.Pro.DAT.Cl like.3SG.PRES

Mie                îmi place             mult. RO

me.Pro.DAT me.Pro.DAT.Cl like.3SG.PRES much

‘I like it very much.’



3. Methodology of research of the 

occurrences

 4 databases: Bulgarian National Corpus, BulNet, BulSemCor, 

BulPosCor.

 Bulgarian National Corpus: it incorporates several individual electronic corpora, developed 

in the period 2001-2009 for the purposes of the two departments. The materials in the 

Corpus reflect the state of the Bulgarian language (mainly in its written form) from the 

middle of 20th century (1945) until present. (http://dcl.bas.bg/bulnc/en/)

 BulNet (Bulgarian WordNet): a wordnet (i.e. a lexical database) which comprises more 

than 49,189 (as of January 21 2013) synonym sets distributed into nine parts of speech –

nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, particles and 

interjections. (http://dcl.bas.bg/en/resursi/wordnet/)

 BulSemCor (Bulgarian Semantically Annotated Corpus): it is part of the Bulgarian Brown 

Corpus. It consists of 95119 lexical units, annotated with the most appropriate synonymous 

set from the Bulgarian wordnet. (http://dcl.bas.bg/semcor/)

 BulPosCor (Bulgarian Part of Speech Annotated Corpus): it is part of the Bulgarian Brown 

Corpus. It consists of 174697 lexical units, annotated with the most appropriate 

grammatical information from the Bulgarian Grammatical Dictionary. 

(http://dcl.bas.bg/poscor/en/) 

http://dcl.bas.bg/bulnc/en/
http://dcl.bas.bg/en/resursi/wordnet/
http://dcl.bas.bg/semcor/
http://dcl.bas.bg/poscor/en/


4. Embedded subjunctives: 

examples from BULNET
 Most common use, due to the subjunctive replacement of infinitive forms.

 Developed under Greek influence ever since the IX and X centuries (first Biblical 
translations).

 Function both as (Romance-type) subjunctives (5) or as infinitives (6), on the basis of the 
lexical properties of the matrix verb.

5) Не  е                     необходимо да            идваш. BG

not be.3SG.PRES necessary      Subj.Mark come.2SG.PRES 

Non è                     necessario che  tu              venga. IT

not  be.3SG.PRES necessary  that you.Pro.Su come.2SG.SUBJ

‘It’s not necessary for you to come.’

6) Опитвам       се   да свърша         всичко  това. BG

Try.1SG.PRES PRT Subj.Mark do.1SG.PRES all.N.SG this.N.SG

J’               essaie de faire    tout         ça. FR

I.Su.1SG   try.1SG to  do.INF all.M.SG this.M.SG

‘I’m trying to do all of this.’



 Deontic verbs select Romance-type subjunctive clauses:

7) Трябва                      да напишеш        тази       диплома! BG

need.IMPERS.PRES Subj.Mark write.2SG.PRES this.F.SG diploma.F.SG

Bisogna                   che tu                 scriva                questo     diploma.  IT

need.IMPERS.PRES that you.Su.2SG write.SUBJ.2SG this.M.SG diploma.M.SG

‘You need to write this diploma!’

 Volitional and desiderative verbs, as subclasses of deontic modality, 
select Romance-type subjunctive clauses as well:

8) Искам                да           се   уча. BG

want.1SG.PRES Subj.Mark PRT learn.1SG.PRES

‘I want to learn.’

Voglio                che  lui              impari. IT

Want.1SG.PRES that he.Su.3SG learn.SUBJ.3SG

‘I want him to learn.’



 On the other side, aspectual verbs select subjunctives that correspond to infinitives in 
other non-Balkan languages. This kind of structures require coreferentiality between the 
two subjects:

9) […] утре         започвам         да чета! BG

tomorrow start.1SG.PRES Subj.Mark read.1SG.PRES

Je            commence     à  lire          demain! FR

I.Su.1SG start.1SG.PRES to read.INF tomorrow

‘I’m starting to read tomorrow!’ 

 Other uses of the subjunctive subordinates introduced by ДА convey, for instance, a 
purpose meaning (after the verb “to be”) (10) or express reason/purpose (11):

10) Целта            е                     да бъдат*        обезвредени      антигените. BG

aim-the.F.SG be.3SG.PRES Subj.Mark be.3PL.FUT  eliminated.PP.PL antigen-the.M.PL

‘The aim is to eliminate the antigens.’ 

11) Протегна          ръце         да поеме                 дисагите. BG

stretch.3SG.AO hand.F.PL Subj.Mark take.3SG.PRES     saddlebag-the.M.PL

‘He stretched his arms in order to take the saddlebags.’

*note that here the verb is a future form, which is only possible with the verb “to be”.



5. Bare subjunctives: examples from BULNET and 

the Bulgarian National Corpus

 Bare subjunctives are often used to express deontic modality, i.e. a 

modality related to necessity, possibility, permission or obligatoriness. 

Based on the core meaning expressed by the structure, there can 

be different types of deontic modalities such as volitive and 

directive.

 Volitive modality concerns the speaker’s wishes and desires and, 
depending on the speaker’s attitude towards the action and the 

addressee(s), we can have structures expressing optative, hortative, 

cohortative or exhortative meaning.



 Bare subjunctive structures often convey a cohortative meaning:

12) Да разгледаме това следствие! BG

Subj.Mark look.1PL.PRES this.N.SG fact.N.SG

‘Let’s look at this fact!’

 Deontic necessity is related to directive modality, i.e. to commands or requests. 

 Bare subjunctives can express directive modality, where the core meaning is related 
to commands or requests given by the speaker to the addressee(s):

13) Ти да мълчиш! BG

You.Pro.NOM Subj.Mark be quiet.2SG.PRES

‘Be quiet!’

 Bare subjunctives can also be used in interrogative structures where the subjunctive 
marker behaves like a modal particle conveying meanings such as perplexity (14) 
or uncertainty (15).

14) Да не           мислиш,          че               ме                  е                      страх? BG

Subj.Mark not.NEG think.2SG.PRES that.CONJ me.1SG.ACC be.3SG.PRES fear.M.SG

‘You don’t think that I’m afraid?!’

15) Ти                      да           не           си                   болен? BG

you.Pro.NOM Subj.Mark not.NEG be.2SG.PRES sick.M.SG

‘You’re not sick, are you?’



 Another use of ДА as a modal particle is the one exposed in the following example, 

where the meaning it conveys is of obligatory fulfilment of certain criteria expressed by 
an element in the embedded relative clause:

17) Търся                   секретарка,   която       да говори                английски.* BG

search.1SG.PRES secretary.F.SG who.F.SG Subj.Mark speak.2SG.PRES english.ADJ.M.SG

‘I’m looking for a secretary that should speak English.’

*Note that it is not a proper bare subjunctive structure, but it’s inserted in this section because the 
subjunctive marker is used as a modal particle, like the ones used in bare subjunctive structures.

 The following examples are taken from the Bulgarian National Corpus and are used to 

show how the structures analysed in the section above are inserted in different styles in 

the everyday use of language.

 The examples below come from the MassMedia style and the medium (or channel) of 

communication is the written form. (18) expresses optative mood, (19) expresses 

cohortative mood.

18) "Да ви е честит новият стадион - пожела кметът на София.” 

“May you be happy with the new stadium – wished the mayor of Sofia. […]”

19) Ето леката атлетика се субсидира изключително от Мултигруп. Ами сега, какво ще 

правим? Да ги ликвидираме. Много е неприятно. Парите се знаят откъде и как са правени.

‘Here the athletics is subsidised solely by Multigroup. So what are we going to do now? Let’s 

liquidate. It’s very unpleasant. It’s well known from where and how were the money made.’



 The following examples are written in an Administrative style and the 

channel is once again written. The subjunctive marker conveys here 

deontic modality, more precisely directive modality.

20) […] Да осигурят правилното осчетоводяване на финансовите транзакции. Да
следят за спазването на сроковете за плащанията в съответствие с Финансовия 
регламент и правила, както и за движението на отделните финансови досиета. 
Да подготвят и предоставят обучение за външни организации във връзка с 
представянето на предложения в отговор на покана за представяне на такива.

‘[…] Ensure the correct accounting of financial transactions. Ensure compliance 
with the payment deadlines in conformity with the Financial regulations and laws, as 
well as the movement of individual financial files. Prepare and provide training for 
external organisations with regard to the submission of proposals in response to a call 
for (submission of) proposals.”

21) Да се използва само за зайци под 5 kg. 10. Да се използва при новородени. 11. 
Да се използва само за птици под 250 g.

‘To be used only for rabbits under 5 kg. To be used in newborns. To be used only for 
birds under 250 g.’



 The next examples all come from written subtitles, which means that 
they belong to the Conversational style and, although the channel of 
communication is written, it simulates oral medium.

 Example (22) has, once again, a cohortative meaning. The three 
interrogative sentences, despite looking like bare subjunctives, are 
truncated embedded subjunctives (the ones corresponding to 
Romance type infinitives) whose matrix verb is научим.

22) Веднъж само да го научим! Да се търкаля? Да ляга? Да се 
навежда? Не можете да го дресирате. 

‘Let’s teach him one time only! To roll? To go to bed? To bend? You 
cannot train him.’

 The following example contains an interrogative bare subjunctive 
where the modal particle conveys a volitional meaning:

23) Чудесно е, че си тук. Имам невероятни новини. Да отгатна ли?

‘It’s wonderful you’re here. I’ve got amazing news. Would you guess?’

 The modality expressed through the modal particle in (24) is deontic, 
since it expresses a necessity:

24) - Да взема ли лъжичка? - Не се тревожи. Наблюдавай.

‘-Should I take a spoon? -Don’t worry. Watch.’



6. The different uses of ДА from a 

statistical point of view

 The following data comes from The Bulgarian PoS Annotated Corpus

and from The Bulgarian Semantically Annotated Corpus. 

 First, I’ll expose the information taken from PoS Annotated Corpus, 

where the subjunctive marker ДА is seen from a 

syntactic/morphological point of view, hence the numbers 

represent the grammatical function that the marker assumes in 

various contexts. 

 The second series of data concerns information taken from the 

Semantically Annotated Corpus. Here the uses of the subjunctive 

marker are analysed from a semantical point of view, i.e. the 

meaning conveyed by ДА (some of the meanings are very close, so 

I’ll count them as a unique use).
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7. Conclusions

 Bulgarian and Balkan languages in general use embedded 
subjunctives both with Romance type subjunctives and infinitives, 
hence even when the matrix verb is aspectual or subject control, i.e. 
in structures where the subject of the matrix verb must have the 
same reference as the subject of the embedded verb.

 Bare subjunctives are another feature related to Balkan languages. 
In this case the structures where the subjunctive is employed are 
main clauses. The most common meaning expressed by such 
structures is deontic modality, but they can also convey perplexity
or astonishment.

 Given the wide range of uses of embedded subjunctives compared 
to bare subjunctives, the former outnumber the latter from the point 
of view of usage, as the data from the Bulgarian Semantically 
Annotated Corpus and the Bulgarian Part of Speech Annotated 
Corpus shows.
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